Poole Harbour to Brownsea Island
Level of Trail: Moderate Challenge. Please be aware that the grading of this trail was set according to normal water
levels and good environmental conditions. Environmental conditions can change the nature of the trail within a short space of time.
Please check weather and water level/conditions before heading out.

Route Summary
This is a pleasant circular tour which can be undertaken
from one of the mainland car parks across Poole Harbour.
Completing a circumnavigation of Brownsea Island, with
the opportunity to stop off and explore.

Distance: 6-8 miles depending on your start point
Approximate Time: 2 – 4 hours paddling time
The time has been estimated based on you travelling 3 – 5mph
(a leisurely pace using a recreational type of boat).

Waterways Travelled: The sea, Poole Harbour water
and the Solent

Dramatically located in Poole Harbour, the island is
owned by the National Trust and has spectacular views
across the Purbeck Hills. The thriving natural habitats,
including woodland, heath land and a lagoon, create a
unique haven for wildlife such as the rare red squirrel and
a wide variety of birds including dunlin, kingfishers,
common and sandwich terns and oystercatchers.
The Brownsea Island Outdoor Centre invites you to follow
in the footsteps of Lord Baden-Powell and the very first
Scouts who camped here in 1907. The campsite is stsill
used by many youth groups and schools. The National
Trust also run family camps here as well as a variety of
other events. Keep an eye on the National Trust website
for more information:
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/brownsea-island

Start Directions
Brownsea Island is straight in front of you and involves a
1 mile (approx) crossing of the harbour.

Type of Water: Open sea and coastal waters
Type of Trail: Out and back
Portages and Locks: None
Nearest Town: Poole
Start and finish: Three of the best access points are:
Baiter Car Park: Postcode: BH15 1UZ Map Ref:
SZ018902
Shore Road Car Park: Postcode: BH13 7PH Map Ref:
SZ050884
Sandbanks Car Park: Postcode: BH13 7QJ Map Ref:
SZ044877

O.S. Sheets: Landranger No. 195 Bournemouth and
Purbeck

Licence Information: A landing fee is payable to
reception at the National Trust visitor centre at
Brownsea Quay. A separate fee is payable for the
Dorset Wildlife Trust Reserve.

Local Facilities: There are many local facilitites in
Poole and at Brownsea Quay
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Description
Poole is one of the best sailing locations in the UK and there are often colourful sail boats racing in the harbour, heading
down to the Solent or across to France. The larger boats use the main channels, which you must cross at 90 degrees. The
channels are also used by the car ferries, which are best given a wide berth. They are marked by red and green buoys.
It is essential that you check the tides before your journey and will find it a great help if you use them to assist your
crossing. Once you cross over to Brownsea turn right and start to head around to the north side of the island. The north
side is a nature reserve and you must not land here – please consult an OS map of the island before undertaking this
journey. Heading anti-clockwise you will pass the old chain ferry which is now used as an oyster farm.
You will soon reach the end of the reserve and from now on you can choose to land and explore if you like. As you
continue round the island you will see Maryland, a ruined village which was home to 200 people employed by the island
pottery. If you visit the village you can raise a toast to Colonel Waugh in the ruins of the Bentinck Arms!
At the west end of the island lies Pottery Pier, the most popular landing spot, although the pier itself is in need of
restoration and not usable. Be careful as shattered pottery still lines the shore. You can pay for landing at one of the
donation boxes on the island or at visitor reception on Brownsea Quay.
On Brownsea Island
The Outdoor Centre is worth a visit, with toilets and refreshments available in high season. Otherwise enjoy a walk
to the quay through the pine woods, past the old farm houses containing the exhibition centre. St Mary’s Church is
still in use, carrying on a Christian presence from 800 A.D, when a hermit monk would care for those shipwrecked.
Near the church is the entrance to the Dorset Wildlife Trust area of the nature reserve, where you can take a guided
walk or use a leaflet to explore this tranquil area. Dorset Wildlife Trust ask for an entry charge of £2 to nonmembers, to assist with their conservation work on the island.
Paddling on you will see the tents of the Brownsea Island Outdoor Centre. This was the birthplace of the scouting
movement in 1907 when 20 boys camped on the island. Scouts and Guides from all over the world visit the island still.
As you round to the south of the island you are entering Blood Alley, the channel of water between Brownsea and Furzey
Island. It was named after a battle with Poole’s own pirate, Harry Paye. Furzey Island, previously owned by BP, is part of
the largest on shore oilfield in Europe. Drilling still takes place on occasions and the island is private.
South Shore Lodge nestles in the pine trees, fairly centrally, on the south coast. This Victorian building is a 24 bed, hostel
style accommodation available to hire for groups. Contact the National Trust for more information and to book:
brownseagroupbooking@nationaltrust.org.uk The south facing beach and warm, shallow water make this an ideal
stopping off point in the summer.
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Coming back round to the eastern side of the island you will now be able to see Brownsea Castle. The castle was built in
the 1540’s by Henry VIII, anxious to protect the port. It has been home to pirates, Robert Clayton (later Mayor of London),
William (Mad) Benson, Colonel Waugh (the founder of the pottery) and Mrs Mary Bonham-Christie, who surrendered the
island to nature, before it was handed to the National Trust. The castle is now leased by the John Lewis Partnership and
used as a hotel for their workers. This part of the island is private and we ask that you do not land here.
Brownsea Quay is very busy, with many ferries. The coastguard cottages are mainly occupied by Rangers but one is
available to rent from the National Trust.
The wall of Brownsea Lagoon soon follows and you can hear the cries of nesting gulls and terns. These dainty birds travel
thousands of miles to Africa every winter. This is the start of the Dorset Wildlife Trust area of the nature reserve and
again we ask that you do not land here. Over the water is the Sandbanks peninsula, one of the most expensive places to
live in the country. On a calm day, with little tides, you can paddle past millionaire’s row.
When crossing back to the car parks choose where the harbour is wider to avoid the strongest currents and be sure to
take care of other vessels.

Useful Information
Any amount of wind can make the sea choppy and can cause a capsize. Open canoes can get swamped and the tide can
move faster than you are able to paddle. Please check the weather forecast and tide tables before attempting this route
and paddle within your limits.
Take care on slipways, which can live up to their name and become very slippery.
Poole Harbour has several areas which are designated SSSI, including Brownsea Island. Please do not land unless you are
sure of authorised access.
Further useful information can be found on the following websites:
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/brownsea-island
http://www.dorsetwildlifetrust.org.uk/brownsea_island_nature_reserve.html

CANOEING SAFETY ADVICE
Spending an afternoon or day canoeing on a Canoe Trail can be a fun way to experience nature, help you to stay fit and
healthy and enjoy spending time with friends and family. It can also be a dangerous journey, if appropriate safety
guidelines are overlooked. To help make sure you remain safe at all times, read on to see our canoeing safety advice
guidelines.

Wear appropriate clothing
Always wear shoes. Rocks, rough terrain and river beds present serious hazards to boaters without the proper attire.
Nearly 90% of all boating injuries are attributed to lack of proper footwear. Other canoe safe clothing includes hats,
gloves, additional dry clothing, and layered items which can easily be removed. Take or wear a windproof top and
course always wear a buoyancy aid - for children make sure the crotch straps are used.
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Be sure to:
• Know the weather forecast and check the water conditions before you set out canoeing. There is an Environment
Agency website where information concerning river levels can be found. We recommend checking this before heading
out as the river levels can rise and fall quite quickly in wet or dry conditions.
• Observe navigation rules for this waterway.
• Check to see if there are any events on the waterways when you wish to travel.
• Check that your equipment is well maintained and ready for the water.
• Check that your boat has the required buoyancy to keep it afloat in the event of a capsize
ALWAYS be certain to let others know where you’re going and when
you’re expected to return.
MAKE SURE that the journey you plan is within your capabilities.
MAKE SURE you never paddle alone.

Equipment Checklist
Use the canoeing safety advice checklist below to make sure you have
everything you need:
• Boat
• Paddle
• Buoyancy Aid
• Bailer/sponge
• Small First Aid Kit
• Phone (in a waterproof bag)
• Drinking water and snacks
• Suitable clothing for the weather

Environmental Good Practice
One of the great things about paddling a canoe trail is enjoying the journey and different environments that you paddle
through. So when you are out on the water please consider the following things to help keep the wonderful waterways
and environment as you found them and to avoid accidently disturbing wildlife and their habitats.










Take your litter home with you
Keep noise to a minimum
Where possible keep to any designated paths or launching points.
Do not “seal” launch or drag boats to avoid wearing away natural banks. Float your canoe for launching, lift out
when landing and carry it to and from the water.
Canoe a safe distance away from wildlife. If you see signs of disturbance move away quietly.
Familiarise yourself with the local area, its sensitive places and protected areas
On rivers, avoid paddling over gravel banks in low water conditions – they may contain fish spawn.
Ensure you don’t remove or damage any plants or animals from the waterway as they may be protected or
harmful if transferred to other catchments
When clearing litter left by others, handle it with care.
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Be the eyes and ears on the water. Report pollution, wildlife problems, damage, incidents etc to the relevant
authorities: Canal & River Trust, Emergencies: 0800 47 999 47
RSPCA for wildlife and animals in distress: 0300 1234 999 (24 hours)
Environment Agency: 0800 80 70 60 (24 hours)

CHECK, CLEAN, DRY
Help minimise the spread of invasive aquatic species and disease by following the campaign before
putting your canoe and equipment in and out of the water (some invasive species can survive in damp
or wet conditions for five or six days on water recreation clothing and equipment).





CHECK all your equipment and clothing for living organisms and plants fragments. Pay particular attention to
areas that are damp and hard to inspect.
CLEAN and wash all equipment, clothing and footwear thoroughly away from water source. If you do come
across any organisms, leave them at the water body where you found them. When practical, completely dry out
all equipment and clothing before going to a new site.
DRY all equipment and clothing - some species can live for many days in moist conditions. Dry your kit with
towels. Make sure you don't transfer water elsewhere.

Canoeists and kayakers take environmental concerns very seriously and already follow existing voluntary environmental
codes of conduct. You can find more information about canoeing and the environment in British Canoeing’s two
publications covering inland and coastal paddling ‘You and Your Canoe’. Both are available on the British Canoeing
website.
We have taken great care to ensure the currency, accuracy and reliability of this information. We cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions but
where such are brought to our attention, the information will be amended accordingly. Users should be aware that environmental conditions outside of
our control can change the nature of the Trail within a short space of time. It is recommended that weather and water conditions are checked
beforehand, and tide timetables where applicable. This trail was last reviewed in September 2016.
© British Canoeing copyright 2016
This material may be freely reproduced except for sale or advertising purposes provided it is reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading
context. The material must be acknowledged as BCU copyright and the title of the publication specified.
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